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How
w can we understand, re
respect and cooperate with
w each oother?

INT
TRODU
UCTION:: The Workkshop was organised
o
by the Mid-W
West Interfa
aith
Foru
um and facilitated by Cois
C
Tine.

Mid-We
est Interfaith
N
Network

The Mid
d-West Inte
erfaith Netw
work was fo
ounded in J une 2010. The
memberrs representt diverse faiith groups in
n Limerick aand its environs
including
g the Chrisstian, Islam
mic, Jewish
h, Hindu, S
Sikh, Budd
dhist,
Baha’i and Zoroastrrian traditions among others.
o
Thee group has met
regularly
y since its in
nception aim
ming to build an undersstanding off one
another’s faith trad
ditions and to create bonds of friendship and
mutual understandi
ng.
u
www.midw
westinterfaith
h.org
Cois Tin
ne is a Co
ork City bas
sed organis
sation foundded in 200
02 to
provide pastoral su
upport for im
mmigrants, especially aasylum see
ekers
and partticularly thosse of Africa
an origin. Cois
C
Tine resspects dive
ersity
and pro
omotes the
e integration of people from alll communiities,
cultures and faiths.
www.coistin
ne.ie

Purpose off the Day:

The Wo
orkshop wa
as designed
d to achievve a numbe
er of

obje
ectives:
• To give pa
articipants an
a understa
anding of wh
hat Interreligious dialoogue is and why
it is needed.
e participan
nts with an overview of what Islam
m and Chrisstianity hav
ve to
• To provide
say about cooperation
n and dialog
gue with pe
eople of the other faith.
s to dialogu
ue and cooperative interaction beetween Mus
slims
• To promotte openness
and Christtians in the Mid-West R
Region.
m
and m
methods forr engaging in dialogue..
• To identifyy practical means

Me
ethodology:

The workshop
w
a
and consultation
roun
ndtables on
n the day were facilittated using
g PLA
(Participatory Learning and Action
n) methodo
ology.
re
Thiss
action-based
esearch
iis
consensual,
dem
mocratic and
a
particiipatory. It ensures that
partticipants arre motivate
ed to enga
age, to exa
amine
issu
ues reflectivvely, and to
o take owne
ership of actions
on issues that affect them and their ccommunities
s.
Following input from the Speakers p
participants were
divid
ded into th
hree groups
s. Specificc questions were
disccussed. Parrticipants responses (re
ecorded on PostIt notes, in voice re
ecordings, in subse
equent
conversations and e-mails
s) were use
ed to draw up
u this
repo
ort.
Usin
ng the qu
uestions below, we examined how
Musslims and Christians
C
in the Mid-W est are eng
gaging
with
h each otther, what challenge
es we fac
ce in
prom
moting bette
er understa
anding, and what actions we
can take to prromote the vision thatt we see for
f the future, in whicch Muslims and
Chrristians have greater understandi
u
ng of each other, and
d actively w
work togethe
er to
prom
mote vibran
nt integrated
d communitties.
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Attendance: Twenty seven people participated
•

Pre-Session
An Overview of Islam
Facilitator: Gerry Forde,
Cois Tine.

Workshop
•

Opening Remarks
Gerry Forde, Cois Tine.
Full text – Appendix I

•

Islam and Dialogue
with Christians
Speaker: Sheikh Dr Umar
al- Qadri
Summary – Appendix II

•

Christianity and
Dialogue with Muslims
Dr Chris Hewer
Summary Appendix III

•

Group-work session 1
The current situation and
issues to be addressed.
Facilitator: Kathy
O’Connor, The Integration
Centre.

•

Group-work session 2
What is our Vision for the
future and what can we do
to make this vision a reality
Facilitator: Fr Angelo
Lafferty SMA, Cois Tine.

•

Closing Remarks

in the Workshop. With the exception of the Church of
Ireland the attendance of people with a religious
leadership role was very low even though much effort
went into contacting individuals to attend. The fact that
only two Muslims participated and that the only
Catholic Clergyman present was one of the facilitators
of the event was disappointing. This absence is
perhaps symptomatic of the low priority given to
Interreligious Dialogue.

Speakers: The workshop was most fortunate to
have two speakers who not only have great expertise
in their fields of study but who also have had
considerable experience of promoting Interreligious
dialogue between Muslims and Christians.

Sheikh Dr Umar Al-Qadri.
Sheik al-Qadri is a member of the Irish Council of
Imams and founder of Al-Mustafa Islamic Cultural
Centre Ireland. Among the aims of the Centre are the
promotion of peace, harmony, integration, tolerance
and also the promotion of friendly relations between
Muslims and non-Muslims.

Dr Chris Hewer.
Dr Hewer has a background in Christian theology,
education and Islamic Studies and has worked in the
field of Muslims in Britain and Christian-Muslim
relations since 1986. From 1999 to 2005 he worked as
the Adviser on Inter-Faith Relations to the Bishop of
Birmingham, and from 2006 to 2010 was the St
Ethelburga Fellow in Christian-Muslim Relations.

THANK YOU:

The Limerick Workshop
could not have taken place without the help and
cooperation of many people. We are particularly
indebted to the Speakers whose input and
participation in group sessions helped, in no small
measure, to achieve the objectives outlined above.
Thanks also to the venue Staff who were most
helpful and flexible.

Rev Dr Keith Scott, MidWest Interfaith Network.

On a number of levels the help of Doras Luimní
made the Workshop possible. Apart from its role
in the founding of the Mid-West Interfaith Network,
it was also involved in preliminary planning
meetings and provided logistical support during the organisation of the event. For this
contribution our sincere thanks.
The efforts and work by members of the Mid-West Interfaith Network in preparing for and
running the event is also appreciated.
We are also grateful to the Integration Centre for the contribution of Kathy O’Connor in
organising and facilitating this event.
G. Forde,Cois Tine,
St Mary’s,Popes Quay,Cork
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WORKSHOP REPORT
The Workshop was preceded by a
session providing an Overview of Islam.
This presentation, designed for nonMuslims, was delivered in recognition of the
fact that most people in Ireland have little or
no understanding of Islam. A text version of
this presentation can be downloaded from
www.coistine.ie/dialogue

Opening remarks:

These set the Workshop within the context of the
demographic change that is happening in Ireland. A significant part of this has been
the growing presence of Muslims.
Interreligious Dialogue was defined as “All positive and constructive interreligious
relations with individuals and communities of faith which are directed at mutual
understanding and enrichment, in obedience to truth and respect for freedom.”
Dialogue and Proclamation

Dialogue seeks to build constructive relationships and understanding between people
of different faiths. Dialogue is not about talking away or brushing over differences in
what we believe. It is not about coming to a common belief or about converting the
other. In dialogue each party remains true to their own faith while respecting the right
of the other to believe and practise their own
While Dialogue on theological and official levels is necessary it is the Dialogue of
Life, the ordinary business of getting on with each other – of being good neighbours
and living in peace and harmony that was highlighted as being the most relevant for
how we, Muslims and Christians live our faith in the now multicultural and multireligious Ireland.
The text of this input is available in Appendix 1

Islam and Dialogue with Christians - Shaykh Dr Umar al-Qadri.
Interreligious dialogue is a means of getting closer to God because, “According to our
divine texts and your divine texts our way to get closer to God is to care for humanity.
Interfaith dialogue is not about preaching; it is about sharing…It is not about
confrontation it is about cooperation... in fact it is all about becoming human.”
The example of the Prophet is a guide for dialogue as it shows how Muslims should
engage with Christians.
The Charter of Privileges granted by the Prophet
Muhammad is an example of this. Its existence and its validity for today is unknown
to many Muslims. Our followers, Muslims and Christians, need to be educated in
what our texts say about tolerance about acceptance.
A more detailed summary of this input is available in Appendix II

Christianity and Dialogue with Muslims - Dr Chris Hewer
The input from Dr Hewer focused on four interconnected areas:
- Providing principles for Christian involvement in Dialogue.
- The need to communicate clearly during Dialogue.
- The positive change in the Christian attitude towards Dialogue with Muslims.
3

-

Personal reasons
r
for a commitm
ment to Dialo
ogue
As
summary of Dr
D Hewer’s ad
ddress is give
ven in Append
dix III

Gro
oup Exercise 1:

In order to
o identify the
e current sttate
of re
elations between Muslims and C
Christians in the Mid-W
West
Reg
gion the following ques
stion was ad
ddressed. What
W
are yo
our
feellings abou
ut Muslim - Christian
n relations
s in the MidM
Wes
st Region?
?
Possitive feeling
gs such as openness, hope, curio
osity, a wish to welcom
me and to build
b
positive relatio
onships werre expresse
ed by many
y participan
nts along w
with a desirre to
eng
gage in cooperation. However,
H
it ssoon emerg
ged that pe
eople did noot know how to
do tthis or who to turn to fo
or informatiion and guidance. The
e focus of diiscussions then
turn
ned to the barriers
b
thatt prevent orr hinder effo
orts to build
d positive M
Muslim Chris
stian
rela
ations. Fourr specific arreas were h
highlighted
a) Xenophob
bia, Prejud
dice, Fearr and Sus
spicion. Shown th rough disttrust,
intolerance
e and sus
spicion, the
ese feelings maintain the barrieers that stoke
s
resistance to coopera
ation and evven antago
onistic attitudes betweeen Muslims and
Christians. It was agreed
a
tha
at these fee
elings are fed by preejudiced media
m
coverage, stereotypes
s and a high
h level of ig
gnorance regarding thee other’s belliefs.
Biased inte
erpretations
s of history and culture
e also contrribute to thee negativity that
prevents th
he contact and
a interacttion needed
d for dialogu
ue to take pplace.
b) Disinteres
st and apa
athy toward
ds religion
n, especially towards tthe institutiional
Church. Many people, especiially among
g the Chris
stian comm
munity, are not
interested in or sure of their ow
wn faith. As
s a result they bother even less with
understand
ding or knowing about the faith off others. Sttill others, bboth Muslim and
Christian, feel they ha
ave nothing
g to learn fro
om or need
d no contactt with members
of the othe
er faith. This disinteresst and apath
hy are comm
mon and theey contribute to
the lack off interaction and dialog ue between
n Christians
s and Muslim
ms.
The curre
ent reality is
i that, du e to the reasons
r
ou
utlined abovve, little orr no
relationship exists be
etween Musslims and Christians.
C
In practicce there is very
little conta
act or interaction betw
ween peoplle of the tw
wo faiths bbeyond wha
at is
absolutely necessary in the cou rse of everryday life. There
T
is littlee or no wis
sh to
delve any deeper or to try to un
nderstand each
e
other. This resisstance to in
nteraction and
d meaningfu
ul contact al so prevents
s dialogue
c) Ignorance
e. Yet a third
d issue thatt affects the
e relationship, or lack oof one, betw
ween
Muslims and
a
Christia
ans is that even peop
ple who arre interesteed in promo
oting
dialogue and
a good intterreligious relations are not sure how to resppond or beh
have
in the pressence of pe
eople from tthe other fa
aith. Ratherr than offennd it is easie
er to
do nothing
g. Many pe
eople feel a
at a loss
as to how
w to make contact.
c
Th ere is a
lack of stru
uctures and
d of informa tion that
would enccourage, guide and ffacilitate
the underrstanding needed for contact
and dialog
gue. As a result diallogue is
not happe
ening. Pe
eople need
d to be
supported through th
heir own Mu
uslim or
Christian faith
f
group. In effect th ey need
to be give
en permissio
on by their leaders
to engage
e in dialogu
ue, educate
ed as to
why it is needed an
nd also in how to
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engage in it. Structures and occasions for dialogue also need to be developed.

d) Lack of Leadership. There was general agreement that promoting dialogue at
the grassroots level of the local communities where Christians and Muslims live
and meet is of primary importance. However, for this to happen the participation
and engagement of Muslim and Christian leaders in the dialogue process is a
crucial prerequisite. Leadership is an essential element for the active
participation of Muslims and Christians in the process of dialogue. The current
lack of leadership is a major reason why dialogue is not taking place.
Reaching Out. In the wider society it was felt that raising awareness and
understanding of different cultures and faiths among those who do not practise or
who nominally identify themselves with a particular faith is just as important as raising
this same awareness among those who practice. Living in a just and peaceful
society demands we all respect and cooperate with each other. Reaching those not
actively involved in faith groups is therefore also necessary.
The imbalance in the attendance at the Workshop (see page 2 above) and the lack of
Muslim - Christian interaction in community activities in general was highlighted both
as a sign of the distrust that exists and also of the lack of understanding of what
dialogue is all about. It was also felt that the Mid-West Interfaith Network should do
more to seek the participation of Muslims in its meetings and activities.

Group Exercise 1 continued: Having identified the current reality participants were
next asked: What Issues need to be addressed to improve relations between
Muslims and Christians?
The general view of the discussion groups was that the importance of Interreligious
dialogue to the future social wellbeing of the region and of Ireland is not fully
understood or appreciated. Ways to shift Dialogue between Muslims and Christians
up the priority list need to be found and communicated especially to those who can
effect change or who can provide the leadership and encouragement that is crucial
for its success.
The Role of Leaders: This is the major issue that needs to be addressed in order to
improve relations between Muslims and Christians. While there is a level of mutual
respect and even contact between religious leaders, there is little evidence of leaders
promoting or providing positive guidance for dialogue between ordinary Muslims and
Christians. The ordinary faithful may feel insecure or feel unable to represent their
faith. Many are not even sure if interaction with people of other faiths is permitted or
desirable. Certainly most have received no encouragement to do so. Leaders can
provide this encouragement and also the guidance that needs to go with it.
Official communication and contact between leaders is very important. Dialogue at
community or grass roots level will not take place unless contact and trust between
the religious leaders of the two communities is first established. Only when such an
example exists can cooperation and interaction spread to the wider Muslim and
Christian communities. It is also important that religious leaders become involved in
supporting and educating people for dialogue. In addition to establishing contact and
communication with each other leaders also have an important role in providing
clarity of purpose, i.e. in making widely known among the faithful the reasons why
dialogue, interaction and cooperation between Muslims and Christians is important.
(These are outlined in Appendix 1)
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Com
mmon gro
ound for dialogue needs to
o be established: This inclu
udes
mecchanisms, occasions
o
and structu
ures where people ca
an meet annd engage with
eacch other in a safe and
d constructi ve way. Beyond
B
the obvious roole that leaders
ha
ave in this rrespect we, as individu
uals also haave a role. We
will all need to make an effort, we
e will need to be ope
en to
ea
ach other a
and willing to listen and
a
be pattient with each
e
oth
her.
As
s a first step
p the occas
sions or top
pics on whicch Muslims and
Ch
hristians intteract shoulld focus on areas thatt are not ov
vertly
relig
gious or con
ntentious. Areas
A
of co
ommon interest could be
b the focuss for interac
ction
and
d dialogue, e.g. co
ommunity safety, family or neighbourho
n
ood conce
erns.
Coo
operation on
o these levels wou
uld help to break down
d
barrieers, overc
come
sterreotypes an
nd create re
elationshipss. This will allow
a
trust to
t grow wh ich, in turn, will
in a construuctive and nonallow
w any tensions or con
ntentious isssues to be addressed
a
pole
emical wayy. Anotherr suggestio n made was to request the loccal authoritty to
facilitate initial contacts and
a
the pro
ocess of es
stablishing the
t
commoon ground as
a a
neu
utral body that represe
entatives off both relig
gions could respond too. In this way
neitther the Musslim nor the
e Christian ccommunitie
es would be the “organiisers,” “lead
ders”
or tthe group “in control.” Rather bo
oth would be
b equal pa
articipants in the dialo
ogue
proccess.
Edu
ucation - a key iss
sue: The n
need to address
a
the
e ignorancee and lack of
und
derstanding that exists between C
Christians and
a
Muslim
ms was idenntified as a key
issu
ue to be addressed
a
in order t o improve relations. Through education the
igno
orance tha
at breeds suspicion, stereotype
es and ten
nsion can be overco
ome.
Edu
ucation nee
eds to happ
pen on all levels, among all age
e groups aand by usin
ng a
variety of meth
hods and means (see b
below). Ed
ducation to understandd what Dialo
ogue
is, w
what it is no
ot and what it aims to a
achieve is also
a
very im
mportant. Thhis needs to be
dissseminated within
w
faith groups and
d by every possible means
m
in orrder to crea
ate a
favo
ourable clim
mate for dialogue and to
o break dow
wn negativitty and overccome apath
hy.
Edu
ucation is key
k
to prov
viding Mus lims and Christians
C
with
w
a true and balan
nced
und
derstanding of each oth
her’s faith, cculture and values. As
s mentionedd above sha
aring
d interaction
n on an in
nformal leve
el where re
eligion is not
n the foccus could be
b a
and
valu
uable mediu
um for educ
cation. Culltural, art or sporting events
e
couldd be occas
sions
whe
ere mutual understand
ding, appre ciation and
d trust can grow and w
where Mus
slims
and
d Christianss can expe
erience “we
e” rather th
han “us” and “them.”” More formal
occa
asions for education
e
are also nee
eded. If and
d when visitts to each oother’s place
es of
worrship take place these occasions n
need to be explained and
a guided so that offe
ence
or e
embarrassm
ment is avo
oided and tthat the mu
utual respect needed for dialogu
ue is
shown.
Info
ormation materials, re
esources, w
workshops and cours
ses could also be made
m
available to promote a tru
ue understa
anding of each
e
other. Such courrses could also
havve a particular focus on
n preparing
g people to engage in dialogue. M
Making pos
sitive
inpu
ut such as that given by speakerrs in this workshop
w
widely availaable would also
help
p raise awareness of and support for Dialogu
ue.
Exissting organ
nisations an
nd groups,, for example Muslim
m and Chriistian Students
grou
ups in the University of
o Limerickk, Sporting Groups etc
c. could als o be conta
acted
with
h a view to
o getting th
hem to eng
gage in or become aw
ware of thee possibility
y for
dialo
ogue in their own settin
ngs.
The
e media was identified as an impo
ortant tool for
f educatio
on. In geneeral howeve
er, it
has not helped
d relations between
b
Mu
uslims and Christians.
C
Negative aand unbalan
nced
repo
orting has helped to perpetuate the stereo
otyping and mistrust oof Muslims and
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apathy towards Christian Churches. This needs to be challenged. Balanced and
more positive coverage needs to be encouraged. The Media could be used in
promoting interreligious understanding and dialogue. The programme “Nationwide”
was specifically mentioned – this could for example be invited to focus on the work of
the Mid-West Interfaith Network or on efforts being made to create cooperative
interreligious relationships. Opportunities should be sought to use the media, local
newspapers or radio to positively raise awareness of religious and cultural diversity
and to promote mutual understanding and dialogue.

Group Exercise 2
The last exercise of the day
focused participants’ attention on
identifying a vision - the situation
they would like to see existing in
terms of Muslim - Christian
relations in the future.
What is our shared vision?
What would we like to see, in
terms of Muslim Christian
relations in the Region in
five/ten years’ time?
WE HAVE A DREAM…..
Ten years from now regular contact, interaction and cooperation between the Muslim
and Christian communities will be the norm. The establishment of this situation will
be as a result of facilitation by the City Council over a number of years. Structures
and mechanisms for interfaith activities will have been established. Practical
educational material aimed at fostering understanding will exist having been
developed both within individual faith groups and through cooperation between
Muslims and Christians. As a result a situation where we, Muslims and Christians
are comfortable in each other’s company will exist. While aware of our differences
we have come to a level of trust where we can accept and cooperate with each other
in spite of them - our differences are no longer issues of contention or polemic.
This situation will have come into being for a number of reasons. An educational
programme on diversity will be part of the School Curriculum in the region. This will
have provided awareness of different religions and of their positive attitude to
dialogue, understood as mutual respect and cooperation. Diverse cultures and
religions are presented as enriching and opportunities where we can learn from each
other. Outside of the school situation a variety of methods to foster understanding,
harmony and tolerance on all levels of society will have been used.
In this vision a unique interfaith cooperation has been built in which all understand
that regular contact or dialogue between the Muslim and Christian communities is in
no way assimilation - each community remains true to its own beliefs and values and
each community respects the freedom and religious practice of the other. The focus
of the relationship between the two communities is on “The Home we want to build
together.”
Making this vision a reality will take years of ground work, commitment and effort.
Leaders will have to become involved. They will need to open themselves to the
process of dialogue, be willing to take risks in order to build trust and to overcome
opposition and difficulty. Many interfaith occasions and events will need to take
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placce in order to replace fear,
f
suspiccion and ign
norance witth trust andd friendship and
und
derstanding..

Group
G
Exerrcise 2 co
ontinued: The seconnd part of this
ex
xercise too
ok a less aspirationa
al view foocusing on the
id
dentification of practica
al steps or means
m
towaards making
g this
vision a realiity. The qu
uestion addrressed wass; What can
n we
do
o (positive
e actions) to
t work tow
wards makking our vis
sion
a reality?
Som
me of the suggestion
ns for actio
on below are
a logical extensionss to what was
disccussed in grroup sessio
ons and in ssubsequent conversatio
ons and em
mails.
•

Engage the
t
media: The M
Mid-West In
nterfaith Ne
etwork andd faith gro
oups
themselves could se
eek to use the media
a positively to promotte interrelig
gious
understand
ding and re
espect. Pro
ovide journa
alists with information – make it easy
e
for them to
o publish go
ood news sttories aboutt Muslims and Christianns.
o Seek to
o publicise all
a Interfaith Network ac
ctivities.
o Use the
e media to communicat
c
te a true un
nderstanding
g of their ow
wn faith.
o Seek out
o and make use o
of people who
w
can write
w
aboutt dialogue and
interreligious cooperation from
m within the
e Muslim and Christian communitie
es.
o Challen
nge inaccura
ate or biase
ed reporting
g.
o Use the Mid-Wes
st Interfaith
h Network website to
o promote and publicise
materia
al on Dialogu
ue,
o Link with other (e
e.g. Diocesa
an, Mosque
e, NGO) websites
w
in order to widen
w
readersship of pro-d
dialogue ma
aterial and also
a
to build
d resourcess for dialogu
ue.

•

Co
ontact locall faith grou
ups: Anothe
er positive role
r
for the Network or for particip
pants
rep
presenting faith
f
groups
s would be to promote
e dialogue and
a educatiion for dialo
ogue
am
mong Organ
nisations, Pa
arishes, Mo
osques and
d Churches by activelyy seeking them
t
outt with a view
w to engagin
ng them in tthe Dialogu
ue process.
o Develop
p a databas
se of parish
hes; groups
s etc. – e-m
mail informaation promo
oting
dialogue in a shorrt format tha
at could easily be used on noticee boards an
nd in
Parish Bulletins.
B
o Use database to disseminate
d
e more deta
ailed educattional or ressource matterial
on dialo
ogue.
o Use avvailable ma
aterials to communica
ate what dialogue is and why it is
necessa
ary.
o Provide
e on-going contact
c
thro
ough email – provide up
pdates regaarding activiities,
pass on
n useful info
ormation or articles abo
out interfaith
h activities aand events.
o Regularrly invite people
p
to p
participate in
i the Netw
work – andd repeat th
hese
invitatio
ons.
o Broaden participation in the N
Network – in
nvite student groups etcc.
o Organisse events or
o discussio
ons around specific to
opics or areeas of common
interestt and invite as wide an audience as
a possible.
o Seek orr facilitate ways
w
for fait h leaders to
o meet and engage witth each othe
er.
o Give tallks in schoo
ols or to you
uth/adult gro
oups.
o Organisse or participate in an a
annual Interrfaith Praye
er Event.

•

Ma
ake a pers
sonal com
mmitment to dialogu
ue and to
o preparing
g oneself for
dia
alogue:.
e in Dialogu
ue – make
e an effort to commun
nicate and cooperate with
o Engage
neighbo
ours of diffe
erent faiths – be the one who takes
s the first sttep.
o Greet th
hem on the occasion o
of their religiious feasts.
o Show re
espect for th
he religiouss customs and
a practice
es of others..
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Use any opportunity available to interact and mix with members of other faith
communities.
Focus on what we as Muslims and Christians hold in common as the context
for dialogue.
Encourage and teach children to respect people of other faiths and cultures.
Volunteer for work with Schools and Youth Groups (to promote interaction
and understanding).
Seek to include or welcome members of other faiths in any activity,
community service or voluntary work.
Given an example of openness to dialogue and of respect for the faith of
others.
Participate in courses or events at which one can learn more about the faith of
others.

NEXT STEPS:

Having begun our group discussions by concentrating on
problems and obstacles the input from speakers and the ideas emerging from
discussions allowed participants to have a more positive and hopeful view of the
future. The following method for fruitful interaction between Muslims and Christians
emerged during the day.
Focus on a specific issue or topic for dialogue rather than on the more general and
daunting concept of “Interfaith Dialogue” which may scare some people off. This is a
much more practical approach that will help the development of the shared common
ground in which people of both faiths can safely engage in dialogue. Using this
method participants can:
• Gain an experience of interaction,
• Come to know that they are welcome and
• that their beliefs will be respected.
• That the purpose of the interaction is constructive and not argumentative.
One suggestion developed from the Vision outlined above was to have a discussion
around the idea of the “The home we want to Build together.” This is a topic that
touches on our values, behaviour and beliefs. What sort of society do we, Muslims
and Christians, want in this region? As neighbours what do we want of each other?
Addressing these questions could be a good way of engaging with each other in a
fruitful and enlightening dialogue.
As a follow up there could perhaps be some sort of public awareness raising of the
results of this dialogue – thus communicating with the wider community and hopefully
raising interest in the dialogue process. Perhaps such a dialogue process could be
repeated in many places and neighbourhoods thus widening the experience of
interaction and include those in the community who do not practise their Faith.

CONCLUSION: At present many people are simply unaware of the need for
interreligious dialogue and some, misguidedly, are opposed to it. These facts should
not stop our efforts to build interaction and understanding between Christians and
Muslims. The multi-religious and multicultural nature of our society is still a relatively
new experience and so, for many, the fact that there is a need for an effort to be
made to ensure that we can live together in peace and justice has not yet been
realised.
As people of faith and as people who wish to build social harmony and justice we
have a role in bringing about this realisation. There are people who will listen and
who do appreciate the need for mutual respect, understanding and cooperation. We
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can begin with these and perhaps through them others too will be convinced of the
need for openness and dialogue between Muslims and Christians.
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Appendix 1
The Need for Muslim Christian Dialogue -

Opening Address
Gerry Forde
In the past twenty or thirty years – all of us here have experienced great change in
our lives. We all have had to come to terms with living in a society made up of people
who, because of their origin culture or religion, are different from us.

From this change has come the need for us all to adapt – in other words to integrate.
Integration involves both the newcomer and the native. It is a long process, one we
have only begun and we are not yet certain where it will lead us to. But what is
certain is that integration is very important in order to ensure that we build a society
in which we and our children can live together in peace, justice and harmony.
In Ireland a significant element in the change of the last few decades has been the
growing presence of Muslims. The 2011 National Census tells us that on the day the
census was taken last year there were 49,204 Muslims present in Ireland.
In the past Muslims were seen as outsiders, visitors or students here for just a short
time. Now this has changed, Muslims are Irish citizens a permanent part of the
community. It is therefore, important that we all get on well together and that we
have the level of understanding of each other to allow this to happen. Above all, it is
important that we have mutual respect for each other in spite of cultural and religious
differences. If we can do this we will have gone a long way towards having an
integrated community. Whether or not this happens very much depends on what we
do as individuals, communities and as a society. It depends on how we interact, on
whether we build bridges or walls, on whether we include or exclude.
Interreligious Dialogue is a way to build bridges. Dialogue is important because
it aims to bring about the understanding, mutual respect and cooperation that are
essential both for integration and social harmony. Interreligious Dialogue is defined
as:
“All positive and constructive interreligious relations with individuals and
communities of faith which are directed at mutual understanding and enrichment, in
obedience to truth and respect for freedom.” Dialogue and Proclamation
This definition tells us that Dialogue is about:
•
building constructive relationships with people of other faiths
•
building mutual understanding.
•
each partner respecting the religious freedom of the other.
Dialogue allows mutual understanding, friendly relations and trust to be established
and to grow. When these exist channels of communication are open. It’s no longer a
case of “us” and “them” – rather it is “we” – how can we work together to deal with a
particular issue.
Dialogue tries to identify causes of tension between religious communities. Often
these are not religious but economic, social or political. Dialogue can help build the
understanding and confidence to overcome these tensions or to prevent them
arising. Dialogue also breaks down barriers and stereotypes.
Sometimes it is as important to say what something is not as well as what it is
Dialogue is not about talking away or brushing over differences in what we believe. It
is not about coming to a common belief or about converting the other. In dialogue
each party remains true to their own faith while respecting the right of the other to
believe and practise their own.
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Dialogue can take place on academic or official levels between experts and
theologians. For example, there are regular meetings between Christian and Muslim
representatives at the Al Ahzar University of Cairo. This is what is called The
Dialogue of Discourse:
Dialogue also takes place on occasions of interfaith prayer and also on occasions
when spirituality and religious texts are studied jointly, this is another area of dialogue
requiring some level of expertise. This is called the Dialogue of Religious
Experience.
Muslims and Christians share common values. For example both faiths place a
strong emphasis on, Justice and on Peace. Both religions see human beings as
stewards of God’s creation entrusted with the care of the earth – we therefore have
common concern for the Environment and for the prudent use of the world’s
resources. We can therefore, collaborate in social concerns inspired by our common
religious motives and values. This is called the Dialogue of Common Action:
Finally and perhaps most importantly we have what is called the Dialogue of Life.
This is the ordinary everyday business of getting on with each other, of being good
neighbours and living in peace and harmony. This can be hard enough for a people
of a common background but when religious and cultural differences exist more effort
is needed. There will be a need to make an effort to reach out, to understand, to
break down our own prejudices. We may have to be patient and to accept people’s
right to be different.
While all forms of Dialogue are important and have their place, the last two have a
direct bearing on our lives and on how we live our faith in the now multicultural and
multi-religious Ireland.
Perhaps some will ask: Why should we bother with Dialogue – why can’t I just live in
my world and you live separately in yours? No doubt the other speakers today will
give reasons why dialogue is important.
I will finish with two quotations that show the importance of Dialogue. The first is
from an address to Muslim Ambassadors made by Pope Benedict XVI in 2006:
“Inter-religious and inter-cultural dialogue between Christians and Muslims cannot be
reduced to an optional extra. It is… a vital necessity, on which in large measure our
future depends"
The second quotation is from a letter signed by 137 Muslims leaders sent to Christian
leaders in 2007:
“Muslims and Christians together make up over half the world’s population. Without
peace and justice between these two religious communities, there can be no
meaningful peace in the world. The future of the world depends on peace between
Muslims and Christians.”
On a world level there has, for many reasons, been a polarization in relations
between Muslims and Christians. Yet here in Ireland the relationship between
Muslims and Christians is good.
On the world level Interreligious dialogue can be a means of addressing the
polarisation and tensions that exist. Here in Ireland Dialogue is important because it
can - both be a means of preventing these tensions arising and of making our
existing good relations even better.
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Appendix II
Islam and Dialogue with Christians – a Summary
Shaykh Dr Umar al-Qadri.
To illustrate the Islamic perspective on Interreligious dialogue Sheikh Al-Qadri quoted
a hadith of the Prophet from Mishkat ul Masabeeh that is mirrored in the Gospel of
Matthew chapter 25. The hadith tells of a man standing before God on the day of
judgement. God says: “There was a man who was hungry and if you had fed him
you would have attained my pleasure, there was a man thirsty and if you had
quenched his thirst you would have attained my pleasure.” Interfaith dialogue, our
focus point here, is not that we are here to be nice to each other – our reason to be
here is to get closer to God. According to our divine texts and your divine texts our
way to get closer to God is to care for humanity. Interfaith dialogue is not about
preaching it is about sharing. It is not about converting it is about serving. It is not
about winning it is about loving. It is not about becoming religious it is about
becoming spiritual. It is not about proving it is about understanding. It is not about
why? It is about why not and the possibilities. It is not about confrontation it is about
cooperation. It is not about fame it is about peace. It is not about becoming superior,
in fact it is all about becoming human.
Interfaith dialogue does not mean giving up one’s own identity. Interfaith dialogue
would not be interfaith if one gave up one’s own identity. When we engage in
dialogue we should avoid using unhelpful and unfair examples from history where
people have not acted in accordance with the teachings of their own faith. In
dialogue what should be quoted are the sources recognised within each faith as
being true. Either, the texts of both religions or for Muslims the conduct of the
Prophet. The Prophet is the one who has the correct conduct and his conduct
reflects the true teaching of Islam. The example of the prophet is a guide for
dialogue as it shows how Muslims should engage with Christians.
One example quoted from the life of the Prophet was his granting of a Charter of
privileges to the Christians of Najran. It says: “This is a message from Muhammad
ibn Abdullah as a covenant to those who adopt Christianity near and far we are with
them. Verily, I the servant the helpers and my followers defend them because
Christians are my citizens and by Allah I hold out against anything that displeases
them. No compulsion in religions is to be on them. Neither are their judges to be
removed from their jobs, nor their monks from their monasteries. No one is to
destroy a house of their religion or to damage it or to carry anything from it to the
Muslims houses. Should anyone take any of these he will spoil God’s Covenant and
disobey his Prophet. Verily, these are my allies and have my secure charter against
all that they hate. No one is to force them to travel or to oblige them to fight. The
Muslims are to fight for them. No one of the Muslim nation is to disobey this
covenant till the last day.”
So this covenant is applicable today – the only problem is that a lot of Muslims are
not aware of it. Many Muslims today have a wrong perception of interfaith dialogue.
Some think we have to keep the Christians as our enemies and those who adhere to
this opinion will quote verses of the Quran out of context.
There are also Christians who deny the need for dialogue. Our followers, Muslims
and Christians, need to be educated in what our texts say about tolerance about
acceptance “
Sheikh Umar concluded his address by identifying the “Pillars of Dialogue.”
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Both Islam and Christianity emphasise the dignity of mankind. We are all made in the
image and likeness of God. We should both respect this dignity in each other.
We both believe in the same God who is Lord of all people and a mercy for all
people. We should serve Him by living in peace with each other.
We have all been given scriptures to guide us to peace in our lives and in our society.
The objective of the Quran and the Gospel is to get over conflicts in society not to
create more conflicts.
Negative criticism is not permitted in dialogue – constructive criticism is fine but
negative criticism – the use of abusive language in not constructive.
Lastly, we must learn how to love. Love is important in Islam as it is in Christianity.
The Gospel of Matthew says: “Many will say on that day Lord, Lord have we not
prophesised in your name and in thy name cast out devils.” But this will be rejected
by Jesus Christ because they did all these wonderful things but lacked love. In Islam
the same thing applies. The Prophet Muhammad said “No matter how pious you are,
if you worship God, if you fast during the day but if you are a source of evil in the
society you are not an “Insan” - a human being”. The Arabic word “insan” comes
from the root “uns” meaning to love. All religion teaches us is basically to become
human. Our religions, Christianity and Islam, teach us to become an “insan” - a
human being. This means one who loves.
If we keep these things in mind, these foundations for dialogue, then our efforts at
dialogue will be constructive. Otherwise it will be just meetings, great talks, great
pictures and great reports – dialogue has to be really constructive.
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Appendix III
Christianity and Dialogue with Muslims – a Summary
Dr Chris Hewer
Christian Principles for Dialogue: The Christian engagement with Islam over the last
1400 years can be summed up as being the violation of the commandment “Do not
bear false witness against your neighbour”. What we have done is to construct halftruths, lies and distortions of the others faith.
Secondly, the Christian commitment to engaging with people of other faiths is not
based on reciprocity but on the Gospel command to “Love one another”. Therefore
saying “I will come and talk when the Muslims come and talk” cannot be justified
according to Christian principles.
Thirdly, We, Muslims and Christians, all share a common humanity. It is very hard to
hate my brother if he is truly my brother.
The fourth principle is that in interfaith discussion we must not compare the ideals of
one faith with the sordid realities of the other. We need to compare ideals with ideals
and realities with realities.
We must also accept that it is up to Muslims to say what Islam is. This point needs to
be made because throughout history there have been many Christians who want to
tell Muslims what their Islam is.
Another crucial point to remember is that Muslims and Christians worship the same
God. This is something that has often been neglected in the Christian Tradition. We
will return to this point.
Theology seeks to explain what we believe in terms that are clearly understood.
Theology in Islam began in Damascus in 641CE, less than ten years after the death
of the Prophet, when Muslims met Christians educated in their faith. Inevitably
questions arose - Is this what you believe? - No not quite that – Then explain the
difference to me. The development of Islamic theology continued over time and in
Baghdad in the 9th century it was helped by a huge translation process in which the
ancient wisdom of Greece and Rome is translated into Arabic. This wisdom spread
to Spain in 711CE. Here there is a very interesting experience. Jewish, Muslim and
Christian scholars engage in theological debate together using the Arabic language
and the philosophy of Aristotle. By having a common language and a common
philosophical system they were able to discuss and debate with each other in terms
they all understood in precisely the same way. Thus, the meaning of what they
communicated to each other was clearly understood by all.
Hundreds of years later St Thomas Aquinas, one of the greatest systematic
theologians of the Middle Ages, was able to work only because he had access to the
philosophy of Aristotle preserved in Arabic and especially in the writings of Ibn Rushd
or Averroes as he came to be known in the Latin West. These were later translated
into Latin and they allowed St Thomas to develop his theology using Aristotle’s
clearly defined concepts, language and terms. If we want to engage in contact and
dialogue with Muslims today, we need to learn from the past and make sure that the
meaning of terms and concepts we use are understood in the same way by both
Muslim and Christian participants.
The history of Christian-Muslim relations from the early period up until the midtwentieth century is characterised by polemic and fighting. October 1965 marked the
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